
friends BIRTH MOTHER part 2 (5:32 - 11:48)

WARM UP AND WRITE DOWN

4 things that are awesome

3 things with a serial number

2 things with a padlock

read the dialogue. fill in the gaps with words from the box.

check     totally     padlocks     down     awesome     soft

RHYMES
Write one rhyme for each word. 

a)  share b)  proud 

c)  file d)  hands 

e)  flock f )  sweater
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phoebe:  this place is (1) _______________ !
ross:  You know, we should just go, i’m not going to find anything here! this stuff is ridicu-

lous!
rachel:  ah, this place is great!
phoebe:  Wow!
ross:  rach, come on, i’m not going to wear any of this! nothing silver. Ok? nothing with hair! 

and nothing with (2) ________________ on it! 
rachel:  ross, look, i know that some of this stuff is out there, but i mean, come on, look at this, 

look at this sweater! i mean, this is just beautiful!
ross:  Wow, this is really (3) ______________. three hundred and fifty dollars?
rachel:  (4) __________ from seven hundred, you are saving like two hundred bucks!
ross:  Both logic and math are taking a serious hit today.
phoebe: Hey, (5) _____________ this out! it’s (6) ______________ you!
ross:  Wow!
phoebe:  Yeah!
ross:  actually this looks like pretty good! Yeah! Boys will be boys?
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04 THE gAPS (8:10 - 9:11)

a) some of this stuff is out there.

b) Check this out.

c) it’s totally you!
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Write a few words to show the meaning of 
each phrase. 

PHRASES
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FILL IN THE BLANKS (9:46 - 11:15)

Chandl:  so, the fact that i am a (1) _______________, and my wife’s a reverend, that’s important 
to you?

erica:  Yeah, i read some great applications, but then i thought who better then a minister to 
raise a child!

Monica:  amen.
Chandl:  plus i thought the baby would be in (2) ________________ with a doctor!
Monica:  Uh, good hands. Healing hands.
erica:  reverend, can i ask? does the bible say anything about adoption?
Monica:  it says “do it!”. and behold she did adopt onto them a baby. and it was good.
erica:  Wow.
Chandl:  Yeah, wow.
erica:  i was wondering you both have such (3) ________________  jobs. Would you have time 

to take care of a baby and your flock?
Monica:  Oh, you know, my flock is good, i mean, yeah, my flock pretty much takes care of them-

selves at this point. Good flock. flock, flock, flock.
erica: But being a doctor that must (4) ________________ lot of time.
Chandl:  not for me it doesn’t.
Man:  so, how’s everything going in here?
erica:  We’re great, i think i may have asked all my questions.
Man:  do you have any questions for erica?
Chandl:  Yeah, actually. so, you read (5) __________________ that you liked and then you gave 

the agency the serial number and they contacted us?
Man:  Yes, our system ensures total anonymity. We’re very (6) ___________________ it.
Chandl:  You should be. You’re really on top of stuff.

 IN THE STORY

1. What was wrong with Joey’s date?

2. How does phoebe convince Joey to have 
another date with sarah?

3. What kind of food does Joey think about?

4. Why does ross want new clothes?

5. Where is Joey going?

6. describe the three story so far.

06 cHIT cHAT

1. describe some of the clothes rachel 
found for ross. 

2. How much does the blue sweater cost? 
What was the original price?

3. What does ross do at the end of the 
shopping scene? 

4. What are Monica and Chandler doing 
during the interview?

5. What did erica decide to do?

6. What did Monica say at the end?
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